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I. Introduction. Oberst [7],Laudal [4], Watts [10], and Andre [1] have 
shown that derived functors of colimit define a homology theory for Cat, the cate
gory of small categories. In this note, we outline a proof of uniqueness for such a 
homology theory, making extensive use of a Kan-type construction (see e.g. Lem
ma A) and of uniqueness for homology in SA°P , the category of simplicial sets [2]. 

II. Preliminaries. The following Kan-type construction is used in several 

contexts. 

LEMMA A. Let Cbea cocomplete category, C a small category, and 9 : 
C —• C a functor. Then there exists an adjoint pair: the singular functor Sd : C 
—• S c o p defined by Se(A) = C(0_, A), for A G ICI, and its left adjoint 0: S c ° p 

Let A be the small category whose objects are the finite ordinals [k] = {0 < 
1 < 2 < . . . < £}and whose morphisms are order preserving functions fx: [k] —> 

[m]. By considering the full inclusion functor t: A —• Cat, in the context of Lem
ma A, nerve,N: Cat —• S A ° P , is the singular adjoint of categorical realization c: 

S A ° P —• Cat and cN= idCat [3, p. 33]. Thus the standard representable ^-dimen
sional simplicial set A[k] is actually N([k] ) = A(—, [k] ). 

Similarly, the functor r: A —• Cat defined as the comma category, r[k] = 
A I [k], gives rise to another pair of adjoint functors S: Cat —• 5 A ° P anci p.* 
SA°P —> Cat. Let I G |SA°PI, then TXis the small category whose objects are 
Uk>0Xk,md whose morphisms are triples <y, ji, x) where x EXm is the codo-
main, fi: [k] —* [m] in A is the morphism, and y =XQi)x in Xk is the domain. 

The natural transformation "last", r\: r - ^ c, is given by r)k(a\ [p] —> [k] ) 
= a(p) G [k]. By adjoint functor theory and by the theory of coends, T? induces 
natural transformations r?1 : N -*+ S, r?2 : F -=-• ct T?3 : TN - ^ cNx = idCat, and 
r,*: NT ^idsAOp. 
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